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Why TeraHelix? 
Enterprises are struggling with the deluge of data that are now routinely created as the result of complex business and IT 

ecosystems.  As a result, regulatory compliance is costing firms hundreds of millions of dollars as arcane systems have to be 

continually retrofitted and data constantly manually adjusted: significantly driving up labor costs and regrettable spend. 

TeraHelix was founded in 2019 with the goal of enabling enterprises using our technology and platform to: 

✓ Accelerate Product Development 

✓ Significantly Improve Enterprise Data Quality 

✓ Automate the Regulatory Compliance Burden 

✓ Empower Cross Platform Agile Data Science 

Put simply, TeraHelix levels the playing field by providing technology on par with platforms in use at premier institutions to everyone. 

The Team 
Our team has the combined experience of more than 50 years building trading and risk management systems across multiple 

buy-side and sell-side firms:  Goldman Sachs, Credit Suisse, JP Morgan Chase, UBS, Bear Stearns, and more. 

TeraHelix is the team’s codified domain experience, best practices and technology know-how following the build-out of 3 

incrementally better risk management systems across the above-mentioned Tier 1 institutions. 

We are a multi-skilled team encompassing all the aspects of enterprise scale data system design, development and ongoing management at large 

financial institutions. 

The Product 

 
Scalability 

TeraHelix is a dynamic platform that can scale to manage massive volumes of data (Petabytes) and take on 

new instruments front to back within weeks. 

Fully deployable on-premises, cloud or as a hybrid cloud solution. 

 

Operational 
Agility 

Built with best of breed data ingestion solutions married to our proprietary data definition approach 

(Spear) the platform can support diverse and complex workflows typical of large institutions without the 

need to silo off the data or fracture the application estate. 

All data stays in a single place with lineages and linkages traceable through the platform. Creating a new 

report, a new application is 10X faster than conventional software development. 

 
Traceability 

Due to the unique design of the platform all code for data validation / transformation / aggregation and 

reporting is stored in the platform. 

Every piece of derived data can track its lineage both with data ingested in the system as well as the code 

used to create the data. 

 

Rich 
Ecosystem 

The TeraHelix Platform supports multiple programming languages (Java, C#, Python and more) as well as 

multiple libraries for statistics / machine learning (Skypy / Numpy, Keras, Stanfordnlp and more). 

Multiple notebook support (Jupyter, Zeppelin, R) on the platform caters to developers, data scientists, 

machine learning, quants and data analysts with 100% sharing of data across business functions. 

 
Controls 

Because all data is stored in a single platform establishing controls over data access and business functions 

is built into the platform. 

Industry strength cyber security support there is no additional resources and spending needed for data 

safety. 

 

Request a demo:  info@terahelix.io 


